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Welcome to the fourth issue of The Portfolio: An Insight to Creative 

Computing Projects! It is my greatest honour to continue this annual creative 

magazine for the graduates of the fourth intake of Creative Computing 

Programme Area under the School of Computing & Informatics (SCI), 

Universiti Teknologi Brunei (UTB).

 Fulfilling the nation's aspiration to be a developed country relies on its most 

valuable asset which is its people, hence towards achieving Wawasan 2035, 

UTB aspires to provide support for students to promote their knowledge, 

skills, and projects in this creative magazine, giving more opportunities for 

students to be discovered.

Namirah Binti Ya’akub

Bachelor of Science (Hons) in Creative Multimedia

Creative Computing

School of Computing & Informatics

Universiti Teknologi Brunei



Under the School of Computing & Informatics (SCI), Creative Computing 

Programme Area consists of two creative courses: Bachelor of Science (Hons) in 

Creative Multimedia and Bachelor of Science (Hons) in Digital Media, that was 

introduced in 2013 and attained accreditation from the British Computer Society 

(BCS), the Chartered Institute for Information Technology, early of 2018. With the 

ever-changing and dynamic demands of the creative industries, the two courses 

are equipped with necessary knowledge and skills that can help the students to 

develop a research attitude with newly developed technologies. In addition, 

Universiti Teknologi Brunei (UTB) has successfully acquired the ISO 9001:2015 

Quality Management System Certification after completing a two-stage 

mandatory certification audit by Bureau Veritas in 2019, making it the first 

university in the country to receive the certification.

This year, due to the global pandemic outbreak, UTB took part in fighting against 

the spread of the virus by abiding the gradual de-escalation of Covid-19 restrictive 

measures. The education system throughout the country experienced a huge 

learning curve and e!orts were being made to comply with the safety measures 

from the Ministry of Health. UTB has implemented the use of various technologies 

to conduct online classes, assessments, as well as presentations. Furthermore, to 

normalize the current circumstances due to the strict travel restrictions of entry 

and outbound from Brunei, the upcoming international conference on 

Computational Intelligence in Information Systems (CIIS 2020) organized by SCI 

will also be hosted online.



3D Short Animation Project: A Mother
Nurhamizah Binti Mazlan

3D Short Animation : The Founding of Brunei
Nurul Rina Haryantie Binti Abdullah



Nurhamizah Binti Mazlan
BSc (Hons) in Creative Multimedia

With Allah’s will, I am grateful for the opportunity to 

create this sincere project as part of my final year 

experience studying at Universiti Teknologi Brunei. 

Without the grace and willingness of the Almighty, 

the “Excellent” grade definition awarded to this 

project might not happen and therefore absolutely 

praise be to Allah.

All you have to do is to instinctively scrutinize on 

when to work and spark that "right side of your 

brain" and simultaneously necessitate that creative 

mind of yours. If you put a thoroughly genuine 

intention into your work, the chance for your 

project to securely advance forward until the 

finishing line will be pretty much achievable 

InshAllah.

A Short 3D Animation Project : A Mother

CONTACT DETAILS :

nurhamizah294@gmail.com

https://www.behance.net/mizahmazla40a8

https://www.instagram.com/nurhamizah_art

https://mizahlancaptures.tumblr.com

“It can be intriguing when 

perceiving di!erent kind of 

creative expressions from a 

variety of competent individuals. 

Let it be through their 

conventional piece of works... or 

better at it's best is through their 

humble application of some 

stimulatingly mysterious and 

boundlessly unique personality 

on their workpiece.”

3D Animations & Short Film
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Nurul Rina Haryantie Binti Abdullah
BSc (Hons) in Creative Multimedia

3D Short Animation : The Founding of Brunei

CONTACT DETAILS:

nrinaabdullah@gmail.com

https://www.behance.net/rinaabdullah

“When life seems bleak, always try to look on the 

brighter side, face the struggles with ingenuity and 

creativity. If it fails, learn from it and keep continue.”

- Akmal Haziq

When I decided that I will be doing 3D animation on 

this topic, I doubted myself in a lot of things. This 

includes the information that I needed to gather, 

the skills I have, the acceptance of the public, and 

so on. Despite all that, being a persistent person 

and passion in History, I proceeded to do as much 

as I can to bring this project to life. It is not as 

perfect but with practice, I believe I can do better. 

BEHOLD, this is a project that can help relive the 

past in 3D.

“Never let the fear of striking out, keep you from 

playing the game.”

3D Animations & Short Films
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Virtual Reality Application - VR Animation : 
History of Film
Nurkhalish Faizah Binti Haji Mansor

Virtual Reality Video : Drug-Free Family, 
360° VR Video
Rahimatul Nurin Afiqah Khairunnisa Abdul Rahim

Virtual Reality : VR Brunei Water Village
Nurul Nazihah @ Fatin Binti Haji Julaihi



Nurkhalish Faizah Binti Haji Mansor
BSc (Hons) in Creative Multimedia

Ever wondered how movies have evolved? From 

the 2-second movies to the big blockbuster 

films we know today, the history of film is full of 

innovation. My VR Application brings the user to 

di!erent eras of film history where the users can 

learn about the history and even watch the 

movies that were present that time.

Virtual Reality Application - VR Animation : History of Film

CONTACT DETAILS :

khalish.mansor@gmail.com

https://www.behance.net/khalishmansor

https://www.instagram.com/khalisharts

“Human beings have the power to change the 

world, they just forgot that for a bit”

Augmented Reality & Virtual Reality
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Rahimatul Nurin Afiqah 

Khairunnisa Abdul Rahim
BSc (Hons) in Creative Multimedia

Virtual Reality Video : Drug-Free Family, 360° VR Video

CONTACT DETAILS :

nfqh08@gmail.com

https://www.behance.net/nfqh08

https://www.instagram.com/nfqh08

https://nfqh08.tumblr.com

“Writers remember everything...especially the hurts. Strip a 

writer to the bu!, point to the scars, and he'll tell you the 

story of each small one. From the big ones you get novels. A 

little talent is a nice thing to have if you want to be a writer, 

but the only real requirement is the ability to remember the 

story of every scar. Art consists of the persistence of 

memory. - Stephen King, Misery”

Augmented Reality & Virtual Reality
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Nurul Nazihah @ Fatin Binti Haji Julaihi
BSc (Hons) in Digital Media

During my Final Year Project, it felt like torture but I'm 

glad I did it . Anyway my project on Virtual Reality 

(VR) Brunei Water village is about showing the 

viewers the di!erent types of houses built in the 

water village in the late 1940s to 1950s.

Virtual Reality : VR Brunei Water Village

CONTACT DETAILS :

zihahjulaihi@gmail.com

https://www.behance.net/zihahjulaiec30

“Imagine a year from now when you look back and 

say, "Can't believe I did this."” - @Em.x.thoughts

Virtual Reality & Augmented Reality
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An Application Prototype : Investigative 
Study of using Emotional Design in a Tajwid-
learning Application as Teaching Support
Awang Muhammad Muizzuddin Asyur Bin Awang Mat Japar

An Interactive Projection : Collaborative 
Environmental Diorama
Mohamad Haziq Wa'ie Bin Husaini

Interactive Table : Under The Sea
Namirah Ya’akub

3D Navigation system : UTB 3D Campus Map
Md. Rafie' Matassan

Augmented Reality : Interactive Tourism 
Advertisement Using Kinect
Nur E'zzati Hasyimah Roslan



Awang Muhammad Muizzuddin 

Asyur Bin Awang Mat Japar
BSc (Hons) in Creative Multimedia

This project is borne as a response to the government’s 

call to providing wider access to Al-Quran learning, 

Tajwit is proposed to be the platform for Tajwid-learning 

with the implementation of emotional design 

components to improve engagement and memory 

retention in learning.

An Application Prototype : Investigative Study of using Emotional 
Design in a Tajwid-learning Application as Teaching Support

CONTACT DETAILS :

asyur.utb@gmail.com

https://www.instagram.com/exposyur

“The best of you are those who learn the Quran and 

teach it.” - Prophet Muhammad SAW

Creative & Innovative Tools
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Mohamad Haziq Wa'ie Bin Husaini
BSc (Hons) in Creative Multimedia

At last, the work is done! Ladies and gentlemen, let me introduce to you 

my final-year project, the Collaborative Environmental Diorama!

My project works on the concept of 'Interactive Projection'. This is where 

a user is able to interact with digitally projected images which in this 

case, objects within a virtual representation of a natural environment 

under threat of environmental pollution. Also, motion controls!

My project aims to emotionally a!ect its users in nurturing a sense of 

responsibility in taking care of their surroundings especially in terms of 

keeping it clean. Topping all of this, the project was developed in mind 

with the aims of increasing awareness towards the causes and e!ects of 

environmental pollution, through a 'hands-on' experience o!ered for the 

general public.

Developing this project was surely a rollercoaster ride for me but 

nonetheless, all is good! Thank you!

An Interactive Projection : Collaborative Environmental Diorama

CONTACT DETAILS :

haziqwaiehusaini.work@gmail.com

http://be.net/og_loc1ce59

https://www.instagram.com/catpainhw

https://sites.google.com/view/cedproject

“Keep moving forward! But never forget to sometimes look back yea?”

Creative & Innovative Tools
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Namirah Binti Ya’akub
BSc (Hons) in Creative Multimedia

Interactive Table : Under The Sea

CONTACT DETAILS :

knblmia@gmail.com

https://www.behance.net/miakrueger

https://www.instagram.com/cvrsedghovls

“The O!ce, S07E19, 14:45”

An interactive table surface which acts as display 

medium for users to unfold information about life 

under the sea. Similar to Augmented Reality, unique 

marker is used to reveal the corresponding content. 

User can control in what order they desire to view the 

information. Each fiducial markers stored various 

kinds of data; information facts, images, videos. This 

kind of interaction can create an immersive 

experience.

Creative & Innovative Tools
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Md. Rafie' Matassan
BSc (Hons) in Creative Multimedia

3D Navigation system : UTB 3D Campus Map

CONTACT DETAILS :

rafie.matassan@gmail.com

https://instagram.com/ra!emat?igshid=73tntn15pd1l

“When life seems bleak, always try to look on the 

brighter side, face the struggles with ingenuity and 

creativity. If it fails, learn from it and keep continue.”

- Akmal Haziq

The creation of this 3D Campus Map basically aims 

to assist the public and the university residence to 

be able to navigate themselves inside the campus 

with the help of the 3D technologies that are 

getting easy to access and implemented. This Final 

Year Project is developed using Unity for its 

navigational system. Hopefully this project can be 

developed further to be much more refined and 

polished.

“Never stop creating, its better to fail than do 

nothing.”

Creative & Innovative Tools
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Nur E'zzati Hasyimah Roslan
BSc (Hons) in Digital Media

This app is developed as an initiative to advertise tourism 

products through augmented reality technology with a 

perspective projection concept. Perspective projection imitates 

how you view objects in real-life. This creates an illusion of a 

window or a portal onto another place. Some may recognize this 

e!ect as a parallax e!ect. In other studies, this is also called a 

projection in virtual reality. It’s the same idea when you move to a 

virtual world with a VR headset. Just with this, it's in your reality.

 Augmented Reality : Interactive Tourism
Advertisement Using Kinect

CONTACT DETAILS :

hashiroslan@gmail.com

https://instagram.com/hashi.roslan

“People talk and express their thoughts all the time. What you 

must know is their intention; they might be supporting you or 

they really want you to fail.”

Creative & Innovative Tools
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Mobile Educational Game : Game
Application for Climate Change
Akmal Haziq Bin Haji A!andy

Narrative game/Game development :
Conqueror of Constantinople
Muhammad Hamizan Bin Haji Ibrahim



Akmal Haziq Bin Haji A!andy
BSc (Hons) in Creative Multimedia

The project is simply far from perfect, and not what was 

initially planned or intended in the beginning, but 

learning from experience and others this is considered a 

common trait of development. The best solution is 

always to continue and keep progressing with alternative 

solutions or even ridiculous ones and far-fetched ideas 

or even start a new. A trait in which I've adopted when 

developing the project was "Ridiculous Optimism" 

stated by the great Jim Henson. "Do something creative 

because you can't NOT do it."

Mobile Educational Game : Game Application for Climate Change

CONTACT DETAILS :

mhgsyno@gmail.com

https://www.behance.net/HaziqA!andy

https://syno.carbonmade.com

“When life seems bleak, always try to look on the 

brighter side, face the struggles with ingenuity and 

creativity. If it fails, learn from it and keep continue.”

Educational Virtual Games
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Muhammad Hamizan Bin Haji Ibrahim
BSc (Hons) in Digital Multimedia

My project is about Sultan Muhammad Al-Fateh and his 

conquest to claim Constantinople, now known as 

Istanbul. This would be an interesting project to 

develop with a small group of people with similar 

interests.

Narrative game/Game development : Conqueror of Constantinople

CONTACT DETAILS :

hamizanib.utb@gmail.com

https://www.instagram.com/hamizanib

“The greatest test that you will face is the test to 

defeat yourself.”

Educational Virtual Games
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Experimental Research - COLORSENS : 
Investigation on How Colours A!ect 
Emotions in Digital Environment
Siti Nur Musyirah Binti Jini

Research Study : Spatial Head Tracking 
with Computer Vision
Abdul Muizz Haji Kasim

Research : Emotion Analysis
Md Najibudin Hakiim Bin Hj Md Midun



Siti Nur Musyirah Binti Jini
BSc (Hons) in Creative Multimedia

Colour is an essential part of our living in this world. Imagine life 

without colours, even not in black and white because those two 

are colours too. Life without colours would not be as beautiful as 

it is now. Additionally, colour gives an emotional impact.

With regards to the things I mentioned above, I have come up with 

my final year project; COLORSENS. COLORSENS is an 

experimental research on how colours actually a!ect one’s 

emotions in a digital environment. It is not just a plain theoretical 

research as it includes technicalities such as 3D modelling, VR 

technology and a device to detect emotion.

I have put my discipline to the maximum throughout working on 

COLORSENS in order to make it one of my best projects ever. With 

my analytical self, together with my deep interest in emotion 

engineering and abstract design, I trusted myself that I was doing 

the right final year project for my undergraduate programme.

Experimental Research - COLORSENS : Investigation on 
How Colours A!ect Emotions in Digital Environment

CONTACT DETAILS :

musyijini.visuals@gmail.com

https://www.behance.net/musyijini

https://www.instagram.com/musyi_artchannel

https://www.instagram.com/musyi.j

“Be passionate in what you do and have confidence in doing it. 

Then, you will surely succeed!”

Research Study
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Abdul Muizz Haji Kasim
BSc (Hons) in Digital Media

Research Study : Spatial Head Tracking with Computer Vision

CONTACT DETAILS :

muizzkasim@gmail.com

https://www.behance.net/muizz_kasim

“If your family praises your work — then 

it means it's terrible. If your friend 

praises your work — then it means it's 

bad. If a stranger praises your work — 

then it means it's only good. But if your 

enemy praises your work — then it 

means you have done something truly 

wonderful.”

My final year project is a research work 

which explores the feasibility of achieving 

spatial head tracking of a viewer's head in 

the real world using computer vision 

solutions. 3D positional information of the 

head is then used to simulate a 3D 

viewing e!ect on the screen which 

incorporates parallax depth cue e!ect 

when the user moves his/her head in the 

real world.

What made me choose this topic was the 

fact that, during my time, technologies 

which were capable of performing 3D 

head tracking, such as the Microsoft 

Kinect and Intel RealSense, were quite 

pricey and can be very difficult to come 

by. So then I proposed this topic in search 

of answers which are far more cheaper 

and accessible than what was currently 

available.

Research Study

With those two goals in mind, I developed 

two alternative methods of achieving 

spatial head tracking using commonly 

available peripherals such as webcams as 

well as making use of low-cost plugins. 

With the prototype completed, I then 

performed a series of experiments on 

them and documented the results in my 

report.
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Md Najibudin Hakiim Bin Hj 

Md Midun
BSc (Hons) in Digital Media

Machine learning is quite interesting 

and it can be implemented in many 

di!erent ways.

Research : Emotion Analysis

CONTACT DETAILS :

hakiimn64@gmail.com

“The shortest and fastest route is 

straight ahead.”

Research Study
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